An error response test system and method with increased functionality and improved performance is provided. The error response test system provides the ability to inject errors into the application under test to test the error response of the application under test in an automated and efficient manner. The error response system injects errors into the application through a test mask variable. The test mask variable is added to the application under test. During normal operation, the test mask variable is set to allow the application under test to operate normally. During testing, the error response test system can change the test mask variable to introduce an error into the application under test. The error response system can then monitor the application under test to determine whether the application has the correct response to the error.
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FIG. 1
LOAD APPLICATION INTO MEMORY FOR TEST

CHANGE TEST MASK VARIABLE TO INTRODUCE ERROR

TEST RUN APPLICATION THROUGH CODE SEQUENCE THAT REFERENCES MODIFIED TEST MASK VARIABLE

MONITOR APPLICATION FOR RESPONSE TO INTRODUCED ERROR

RESTORE TEST MASK VARIABLE

FIG. 3
UNMODIFIED TEST MASK VARIABLE

FF FF FF FFh

MODIFIED TEST MASK VARIABLE

FF FF EF FFh

FIG. 4
SAMPLE TEST PROCEDURE

Procedure Perform_BIT
    write test pattern to a test address
    read pattern from test address ANDing it with TEST MASK VARIABLE
    if data read = data written then
        return pass indicator
    else
        return fail indicator
    end if;
end Perform_BIT
The present invention provides an error response test system and method with increased functionality and improved performance. The error response test system provides the ability to inject errors into the application under test to test the error response of the application under test in an automated and efficient manner.

The error response system injects errors into the application through a test mask variable. The test mask variable is permanently added to the application under test. During normal operation, the test mask variable is set to allow the application under test to operate normally. During testing, the error response test system can change the test mask variable to introduce an error into the application under test.

The error response system can then monitor the application under test to determine whether the application has the correct response to the error.

The error response system is particularly applicable to the testing of the software application's response to built-in test routines. In this application, the test mask variable is permanently added to a location in the application software where it can affect the result of the built-in test routine. During normal operation, the test mask variable is set to allow the built-in test routine to function normally. During testing, the error response system can change the test mask variable to a value that interferes with the results of the built-in test routine, causing it to fail. Thus, the software application can be run through the built-in test routine, and the application monitored for its response to an error in the built-in test routine.

The error response system thus provides increased testing flexibility and functionality, allowing computer systems to be fully tested to improve the reliability of the computer system.

The foregoing and other objects, features and advantages of the invention will be apparent from the following more particular description of a preferred embodiment of the invention, as illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS**

The preferred exemplary embodiment of the present invention will hereinafter be described in conjunction with the appended drawings, where like designations denote like elements, and:

- FIG. 1 is a schematic view of a computer system;
- FIG. 2 is a schematic view of an error response test system, application program and test mask variable;
- FIG. 3 is a flow diagram of a method for testing the error response of an application;
- FIG. 4 is a schematic view of a test mask variable before and after modification; and
- FIG. 5 is a schematic view of a sample test procedure.

**BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION**

The present invention provides an error response test system and method with increased functionality and improved performance. The error response test system provides the ability to inject errors into the application under test to test the error response of the application under test in an automated and efficient manner.

The error response system injects errors into the application through a test mask variable. The test mask variable is permanently added to the application under test. This has a
negligible performance impact on the application, particularly for built-in test routines. During normal operation, the test mask variable is set to allow the application under test to operate normally. During testing, the error response test system can change the test mask variable to introduce an error into the application under test. The error response system can then monitor the application under test to determine whether the application has the correct response to the error.

The error response test system is particularly applicable to the testing of the software application’s response to built-in test routines. Built-in test routines are software algorithms, which are part of the software application, whose purpose is to verify the correct operation of a hardware component. They are typically executed upon specific request by a user or they can be run in a background mode, during processor idle times. The test mask variable is permanently added to a location in the application software where it can affect the result of the built-in test routine. During normal operation, the test mask variable is set to allow the built-in test routine to function normally. During testing, the error response system can change the test mask variable to a value that interferes with the results of the built-in test routine, causing it to fail. Thus, the software application can be run through the built in test routine, and the application monitored for its response to an error in the built-in test routine.

Turning now to FIG. 1, an exemplary computer system 100 is illustrated. Computer system 100 illustrates the general features of a computer system that can be used to implement the invention. Of course, these features are merely exemplary, and it should be understood that the invention can be implemented using different types of hardware that can include more or different features. The exemplary computer system 100 includes a processor 110, a storage interface 130, a terminal interface 140, a network interface 150, a storage device 190, a bus 170 and a memory 180. In accordance with the preferred embodiments of the invention, the memory system 100 includes an application under test and an error response test program.

The processor 110 performs the computation and control functions of the system 100. The processor 110 may comprise any type of processor, include single integrated circuits such as a microprocessor, or may comprise any suitable number of integrated circuit devices and/or circuit boards working in cooperation to accomplish the functions of a processing unit. In addition, processor 110 may comprise multiple processors implemented on separate computer systems, such as a system where a first processor resides on a target computer system designed to closely resemble the final hardware system and a second processor resides on a test computer system coupled to the target hardware system for testing. During operation, the processor 110 executes the programs contained within memory 180 and as, controls the general operation of the computer system 100.

Memory 180 can be any type of suitable memory. This would include the various types of dynamic random access memory (DRAM) such as SDRAM, the various types of static RAM (SRAM), and the various types of non-volatile memory (PROM, EPROM, and flash). It should be understood that memory 180 may be a single type of memory component, or it may be composed of many different types of memory components. In addition, the memory 180 and the processor 110 may be distributed across several different computers that collectively comprise system 100. For example, a portion of memory 180 may reside on the target hardware system and another portion may reside on the test system.

The bus 170 serves to transmit programs, data, status and other information or signals between the various components of system 100. The bus 170 can be any suitable physical or logical means of connecting computer systems and components. This includes, but is not limited to, direct hard-wired connections, fiber optics, infrared and wireless bus technologies.

The terminal interface 140 allows users to communicate with system 100, and can be implemented using any suitable method and apparatus. The network interface 150 allows the computer system 100 to communicate with other systems, and can be implemented using any suitable method and apparatus. The storage interface 130 represents any method of interfacing a storage apparatus to a computer system. Storage device 190 can be any suitable type of storage apparatus, including direct access storage devices such as hard disk drives, floppy disk drives and optical disk drives. As shown in FIG. 1, storage device 190 can comprise a CD type device that uses optical discs to store data.

In accordance with the preferred embodiments of the invention, the memory system 100 includes an application under test and an error response test program. During operation, the application under test and the error response test program are stored in memory 180 and executed by processor 110. The error response system injects errors into the application through a test mask variable. The test mask variable is permanently added to a location in the application software where it can affect the result of the built-in test routine. During normal operation, the test mask variable is set to allow the built-in test routine to function normally. During testing, the error response system can change the test mask variable to a value that interferes with the results of the built-in test routine, causing it to fail. Thus, the software application can be run through the built in test routine, and the application monitored for its response to an error in the built-in test routine.

It should again be noted that the preferred implementation of the computer system would typically have the application under test residing on a target computer system that models the production computer system. This provides the most effective test bed for the application under test. The error response test program would typically be located on a separate computer system connected to the target computer system to allow the error response test program to control and/or monitor the test. Furthermore, in many common applications the target computer system would comprise an embedded system designed as a combination of hardware and software that are integrated together as part of a larger overall system.

The preferred implementation is one in which the test mask variable is stored in a location that can be read and written by the error response test program and is also visible to the application under test. This can be provided by systems that support the real-time reloading of its software or allow special access to internal memory for diagnostic purposes. The test mask variable is inserted into the operation of the application in a location that affects the performance of the application. In one application, the test mask variable is ANDed to a program value, to change the program value during testing but leaves the program value unchanged during normal operation. This changing of the program value is sufficient to interfere with the built-in test routine, causing it to fail.

It should be understood that while the present invention is described in the context of a fully functioning computer system, those skilled in the art will recognize that the mechanisms of the present invention are capable of being
distributed as a program product in a variety of forms, and that the present invention applies equally regardless of the particular type of signal bearing media used to carry out the distribution. Examples of signal bearing media include: recordable media such as floppy disks, hard drives, memory cards and optical disks (e.g., disk 195), and transmission media such as digital and analog communication links, including wireless communication links.

Turning now to FIG. 2, the error response test program and application under test are illustrated schematically to illustrate the interactions between elements. The application includes a built-in test routine designed to test the hardware on which the application resides. The error response test program controls testing of the application. In this example, the error response test program will be used to test the application’s response to an error in the built-in test routine. Of course, the error response test program can be configured to test other features of the application program.

In accordance with the preferred embodiments of the present invention, a test mask variable is located in a shared memory location that can be accessed by both the application and the error response test system. The code of the application is configured to reference the test mask variable during a portion of the execution in a way that can affect the performance of the built-in test routine. During normal operation, the test mask variable is set to a value that does not affect the performance of the built-in test routine.

To facilitate testing, the error response test program includes a test mask writer and a test monitor. The test mask writer is used to change the test mask variable to a value that affects the performance of the built-in test routine. In particular, the test mask writer is used to change the test mask variable in a way that induces an error in the built-in test routine that will be recognized by the application program. The test monitor is used to monitor the application’s response to the error in the built-in test routine.

During testing, the test mask writer changes the test mask variable to a value that will introduce an error into the built-in test routine. The error response test program then forces the application to run through the built-in test routine while the test monitor monitors the performance of the application. The changed value of the test mask variable causes an error in the built-in test routine, the test monitor observes the response of the application. Thus, the error response test program facilitates complete testing of the application’s response to errors in the built-in test routine.

Turning now to FIG. 3, a method 400 of testing an application is illustrated. The test method 400 injects an error into the application and then runs the application while monitoring the response to the introduced errors.

The first step 402 of method 400 is to load the application under test into memory. As stated above, one such embodiment is the testing of an application’s response to errors in a built-in test program. The loaded application contains the reference to the test mask variable in the built-in test routine. The code sequence that references the test mask variable can be any sequence of instructions that has a pass/fail impact on the built-in test.

The next step 404 is to change the test mask variable to introduce an error into the application program. The test mask variable can be changed in any way that introduces the type of error that is to be tested. In the built-in test routine example, a one bit change in the test mask variable can introduce an error that the built-in test routine does not expect, and thus treats as an error in the hardware.

The next step 406 is to test run the application through a code sequence that references the modified test mask variable. This can be accomplished using any suitable code testing technique, such as the many common techniques used to test software. The application is forced to run through the code sequence, and the changed test mask variable introduces an error into the operation of the code sequence.

The next step 408 is to monitor the application’s response to the error created. This allows the test error response system to determine if the application responded properly to the error introduced by the modified test mask variable. If the response is correct, the application is known to be robust to this type of failure.

The next step 410 is to restore the test mask variable to a value that does not introduce an error into the system. This can comprise restoring the test mask variable to the original value, or to any other value that does not introduce the tested error. Thus, the application’s operation can be returned to the original procedure. This allows the program to again function normally, and allows further testing to proceed. This further testing can then include additional testing by changing additional test mask variables and testing of application response to the errors introduced. In one embodiment, the test mask variable can be restored by the error response test system. In another, it can be restored by the application.

Turning now to FIG. 4, an exemplary unmodified test mask variable is illustrated, and an exemplary modified test mask variable is illustrated. While FIG. 4 illustrates one type of test mask variable, and one type of modification, those skilled in the art will recognize that other variable structures and modifications can be employed. The unmodified test mask variable illustrated in FIG. 4 includes the string FF FF FF FF FF FF FF in hexadecimal. This corresponds to a 32 bit string of ones. Having the unmodified test mask variable comprise a string of ones allows it to be insertable into the application using an AND operation to a program value that in some way affects the program to be tested. Thus, during normal operation of the application, the string of ones ANDeD to the program value does not change the value, and the program operates normally.

The exemplary test mask variable has been changed to FF FF FF FF FF FF FF in hexadecimal. Thus, one of the 32 bits has been changed from one to zero. Thus, when the modified test mask variable is ANDeD to the program value, the program value is changed. This change in the program value introduces the error into the application program, and thus the application program’s response to the error can be tested.

Turning now to FIG. 5, a sample a built-in test procedure is illustrated. In this sample procedure, a memory test is performed by the built-in test. In accordance with an embodiment of the invention, the built-in test procedure includes an ANDeD reference to a TEST MASK VARIABLE. Under regular operating conditions, the test mask variable is set to FF FF FF FF FFh. This causes the built-in test procedure to operate normally. During testing, the error response test system can change the test mask variable to another value and affect the outcome of the test.

As an example, assume that a test pattern AAAAAAAAh is used. During normal testing, the built-in test routine writes that test pattern to a test address. ANDeDing the test pattern to the TEST MASK VARIABLE does not alter the test pattern. Thus, the built-in test procedure will return a pass indicator (assuming no actual error occurs), operating normally.

During testing of the built-in test procedure, the TEST MASK VARIABLE is altered to another value that will introduce an error. For example, the test driver could set the TEST MASK VARIABLE equal to FF FF FF 00h. Now, when the built-in test procedure is run, the ANDeDing of the
test pattern to the TEST MASK VARIABLE changes the test pattern to AAAAAA 00h. Thus, the data read will not equal the data written, and the procedure will return a failed indication. The error response test system can monitor the system’s response to the fail indicator, and determine if the response is correct. When the test is complete, the TEST MASK VARIABLE is returned to its original state, and the built-in test routine again operates normally.

As described above, the error response test system is particularly applicable to the testing of the software application’s response to built-in test routines. The error response test system and the test mask variable can be used to test the application’s response to other types of errors. For example, the error response test system is also applicable to the testing of the application’s response to a failure in a polling loop. For example, a data polling technique is often used to detect completion of EPROM programming. Data polling is typically implemented with a polling loop that exits when either programming is complete or when some maximum time has elapsed. By ANDing the test mask variable with the EPROM programming status the polling loop can be forced to exit due to a polling timeout in order to evaluate the application’s response to EPROM programming failure.

As another example, the error response test system is also applicable to the testing of the application’s response to a checksum failure. Checksums are sometimes used to validate data integrity across data transfers. Another embodiment can compute the checksum of the data in real time and compare it with the expected checksum to check for miscomparisons. By ANDing the actual or expected checksum with a test mask variable, the application’s response to a checksum miscompare error can be evaluated.

Of course, these are merely some examples of the many possible uses of the error response test system and the test mask variable.

The present invention thus provides an error response test system and method with increased functionality and improved performance. The error response test system provides the ability to inject errors into the application under test to test the error response of the application under test in an automated and efficient manner. Because the variable reference can be permanently added to the application, it allows testing of the application to be performed without requiring a special test version of the application be instrumented. Additionally, it does not require the use of a special debugger or in-circuit emulator, and can instead be implemented entirely in software. Finally, the present invention can be implemented in a self-checking, automated and repeatable manner. This allows testing to be easily included as part of regularly executed test suites, and ensures that tests can be performed in real time.

The embodiments and examples set forth herein were presented in order to best explain the present invention and its particular application and to thereby enable those skilled in the art to make and use the invention. However, those skilled in the art will recognize that the foregoing description and examples have been presented for the purposes of illustration and example only. The description as set forth is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise form disclosed. Many modifications and variations are possible in light of the above teaching without departing from the spirit of the forthcoming claims.

The invention claimed is:

1. An apparatus comprising:
   a) a processor;
   b) a memory coupled to the processor;
   c) an error response test program residing in the memory and being executed by the processor, the error response test program testing an application program, the application program configured to reference a test mask variable during execution of the application program, wherein the application program executes normally when the test mask variable is set to a first value, and wherein the error response test program tests the application program by modifying the test mask variable referenced by the application program, the modified test mask variable introducing an error into the application program when the application program references the modified test mask variable during execution of the application program, the error response test program executing the application program while monitoring the application program’s response to an error resulting from the modified test mask variable.

2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the test mask variable resides in memory accessible to the error response test program and the application program.

3. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the test mask variable is referenced by the application program by ANDing the test mask variable to a program value used by the application program.

4. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the application program includes a built-in test routine and wherein the test mask variable is referenced by the application program ANDing the test mask variable to a program value used by the built-in test routine.

5. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the error response test program restores the test mask variable to the first value after monitoring the loaded application program’s response to an error resulting from the modified test mask variable.

6. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the loaded application program restores the test mask variable to the first value after the loaded application references the modified test mask variable.

7. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the test mask variable comprises a plurality of bits, with each of the bits comprising a one prior to modification.

8. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the application comprises a built-in test routine, and wherein the built-in test routine references the test mask variable during testing, and wherein the modified test mask variable causes an error to be detected by the built-in test routine.

9. A method for testing an application program, the method comprising the steps of:
   a) loading the application program into memory, the application program including a reference to a test mask variable, wherein the application program executes normally when the test mask variable is set to a first value;
   b) modifying the test mask variable, the modified test mask variable introducing an error into the application program;
   c) executing the loaded application program such that the modified test mask variable is referenced and an error in the application program introduced; and
   d) monitoring a response of the loaded application program to the error.

10. The method of claim 9 wherein the test mask variable resides in memory accessible to an error response test program and the application program.

11. The method of claim 9 wherein the reference to the test mask variable comprises the application program ANDing the test mask variable to a program value used by the application program.
12. The method of claim 9 wherein the reference to the test mask variable comprises the ANDing the test mask variable to a program value used by a built-in test routine in the application program.

13. The method of claim 9 further comprising the step of restoring the test mask variable to the first value after the step of monitoring the response of the loaded application program to the error.

14. The method of claim 9 further comprising the step of restoring the test mask variable to the first value after the loaded application references the modified test mask variable.

15. The method of claim 9 wherein the test mask variable comprises a plurality of bits, with each of the bits comprising a one prior to the step of modifying the test mask variable.

16. The method of claim 15 wherein the loaded application comprises a built-in test routine, and wherein the built-in test routine references the test mask variable during testing, and wherein the step of executing the loaded application program executes the built-in test routine and wherein the step of monitoring a response of the loaded application program comprises monitoring a response to an error detected by the built-in test routine.

17. A program product comprising:
   a) an error response test program, the error response test program testing an application program, the application program configured to reference a test mask variable during execution of the application program, wherein the application program executes normally when the test mask variable is set to a first value, and wherein the error response test program tests the application program by modifying the test mask variable referenced by the application program, the modified test mask variable introducing an error into the application program when the application program references the modified test mask variable during execution of the application program, the error response test program executing the application program while monitoring the application program's response to an error resulting from the modified test mask variable; and
   b) computer-readable storage bearing media bearing said program.

18. The program product of claim 17 wherein the test mask variable resides in memory accessible to the error response test program and the application program.

19. The program product of claim 17 wherein the test mask variable is referenced by the application program by ANDing the test mask variable to a program value used by the application program.

20. The program product of claim 17 wherein the application program includes a built-in test routine and wherein the test mask variable is referenced by the application program ANDing the test mask variable to a program value used by the built-in test routine.

21. The program product of claim 17 wherein the error response test program restores the test mask to the first value after monitoring the loaded application program's response to an error resulting from the modified test mask variable.

22. The program product of claim 17 wherein the loaded application restores the test mask variable to the first value after the loaded application references the modified test mask variable.

23. The program product of claim 17 wherein the test mask variable comprises a plurality of bits, with each of the bits comprising a one prior to modification.

24. The program product of claim 17 wherein the application comprises a built-in test routine, and wherein the built-in test routine references the test mask variable during testing, and wherein the modified test mask variable causes an error to be detected by the built-in test routine.